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Abstract. The goal of this study is to determine the number of i terations (堅) 
required in a Monte Carlo based space-time interaction analysis of crime data 
sets, in order to test the adequacy of using a  single va lue of 999 i terations. A 
case s tudy of burglary crime data sets is presented in which Knox test is used 
for the analysis of space-time interactions. The outcomes of this analysis 
demonstrate that the use of a  single value, such as 999, does not always re p-
resent the most appropriate number of i terations especially when multiple ST 
neighbourhood s izes are involved. This analysis opens further research oppor-
tunities into determining the best s trategy to defining the expected distribu-
tion in a  space-time interaction analysis of crime.  
Keywords: ST neighbourhoods, Monte Carlo simulation, crime, Knox test 
1 Introduction 
The use of a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation in space-time interaction analysis 
using the Knox test (Knox, 1964) usually involves 999 iterations in order to 
generate the expected distribution under the assumption of no space-time 
interactions. Despite the potentials of varying reliabilities relating to the un-
derlying normal distribution for different pairs of spatial and temporal 
thresholds, the same number of iterations is usually employed in crime ap-
plications (Johnson et al., 2007). This study therefore aims to test the ade-
quacy of the generally adopted 999 iterations at a chosen reliability level for 
different spatial and temporal thresholds. 
One way to test the reliability of a MC simulation for a normal distribution is 
to specify a desired percentage error for the computed mean value of the 
random variables (in this case, the Knox statistic), while the iterations are 
continuously repeated (Driel and Shin, 2004). Thus, the number of iterations 
needed (堅) to attain the specified error can be determined by monitoring the 
convergence of 堅 in relation to the actual number of iterations being per-
aﾗヴﾏWSく Tﾗ デｴW HWゲデ ﾗa デｴW ;┌デｴﾗヴげゲ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪWが デｴｷゲ デ┞ヮW ﾗa ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲｷゲ ｴ;ゲ ﾐﾗデ 
been carried out for space-time interaction analysis in relation to a crime 
data set. Therefore, the major goal of this study is to address this research 
gap by determining the number of iterations (堅) required for different spatio-
temporal (ST) neighbourhoods of crime, and subsequently, examine the ade-
quacy of using a single value of 999 iterations in the context of the generated 
results.  
2 Space-time interaction analysis with the Knox test 
The Knox test is the most commonly used technique for the analysis of the 
spatio-temporal interactions of crime data sets (Johnson et al., 2007). The 
Knox test measures whether there are disproportionate instances of ob-
served pairs of events within a defined spatio-temporal neighbourhood than 
would be expected if the events had occurred randomly. Therefore, the hy-
pothetical random occurrences represent the expected distribution, which is 
generally modelled as a normal distribution.  
M;デｴWﾏ;デｷI;ﾉﾉ┞が デｴW Kﾐﾗ┝ ゲデ;デｷゲデｷI ｷゲ ; ヮヴﾗS┌Iデ ﾗa デ┘ﾗ けIﾉﾗゲWﾐWゲゲ ﾏ;デヴｷIWゲげく 
The first matrix (隙沈珍) describes the closeness of all pairs of events in space, 
while the second matrix (桁沈珍) describes the closeness of all the pairs of events 
in time. The closeness is defined by specifying a spatial neighbourhood (げ) 
and a temporal neighbourhood (ぷ), within which event j is considered close 
to event 件 in space and time dimensions, respectively. Technically, each 
neighbourhood is the intersection of two distance thresholds; 岷絞怠┸ 絞態峅 
and 岷ぷ怠┸ ぷ態峅, where 絞態 伴 絞怠, and ぷ態 伴  ぷ怠 (see Fig. 1 for an illustration).  
 
Fig. 1. An illustration of the spatio-temporal neighbourhood around a point 件 (in a Knox test). 
The event 件 is  the reference, while events  倹怠, 倹態が ぐくくが 倹腿 ;ヴW W┝;ﾏｷﾐWS aﾗヴ けIﾉﾗゲWﾐWゲゲげ デﾗ 件.  
Events 倹戴 ┸ 倹替┸ ┼ ┻ ┻ 倹腿  fall within the spatial neighbourhood 絞 噺 絞態 伐 絞怠 and temporal neigh-
bourhood ぷ 噺 ぷ態 伐 ぷ怠, and are therefore considered close to 件 in space and time (Diagram 
from: Adepeju, 2017a). 
For each pair of spatial and temporal neighbourhood, the closeness is eval u-
ated for every point (件) across the entire study area and finally added togeth-
er in order to derive the Knox statistic as follows:  




隙沈珍 噺  峽な┸ど┸  if event 倹 is within げ of 件  otherwise  桁沈珍 噺  峽な┸ど┸  if event 倹 is within ぷ of 件  otherwise  
The 券置┸中 is referred to as the observed, with which the expected statistics 結置┸中  are compared to estimate the critical value (喧) through using the formu-
la: 









Where 堅 is the number of iterations generated, 結置┸中 is the equivalent list of 
expected statistics, and I(.) is the indication function.  
An expected statistic is calculated via a new replica of the original data set, 
which is generated by randomising the time attribute of the events, while 
the spatial locations are kept constant. This process is the MC simulation 
(also called the iteration process). If each 結置┸中 is considered a random varia-
ble, a plot of all 結置┸中げゲ ゲｴﾗ┌ﾉS ;ゲゲ┌ﾏW ; ﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉ SｷゲデヴｷH┌デｷﾗﾐ SWaｷﾐWS H┞ ; ﾏW;ﾐ 
value, and standard errors which can be evaluated at varying confidence 
ﾉW┗Wﾉゲく TｴWﾗヴWデｷI;ﾉﾉ┞が デｴW ﾏW;ﾐ ┗;ﾉ┌W ﾗa デｴW けﾗHデ;ｷﾐWSげ ﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉ SｷゲデヴｷH┌デｷﾗﾐ ｷゲ 
close to the mean value of the hypothetical normal distribution within an 
error bound. Hence, it is assumed that this hypothetical normal distribution 
can only be attained if the iteration is run infinitely. However, both distribu-
tions can be compared in order to examine the reliability of the obtained 
normal distribution.  
3 Determining the number of iterations (司) needed to attain a 
specified error bound. 
It is possible to determine the minimum number of iterations (堅) needed to 
provide a desired degree of reliability for the expected distribution (結置┸中), as 
described in section 2. This process was used in Driel and Shin (2004) so as to 
estimate the r required in a precision analysis of military weapon effective-
ness. Firstly, it is argued that 堅 needs to be large enough to obtain sufficient 
granularity in the cumulative density function of the 結置┸中. For example, if 堅 噺 ぬど, it would not be possible to obtain a 1% rank. This is because an ana-
lyst needs at least 100 iterations. Using the Driels and Shin (2004) approach 
therefore requires a continuous generation of large number of replicas in 
which a plot of r against the number of replicas, at a specified maximum ac-
ceptable percentage error of the mean value can be used to monitor the 
convergence of 堅.   
Table 1 shows the values of the confidence coefficient 権頂 for different confi-
dence levels of a normally distributed random variable. The ranges for a gi v-
en 権頂 are usually expressed in the form of an upper (U) and lower bound (L), 
whereby: 
戟 噺 航掴 髪 権頂 購掴 (3) 詣 噺 航掴 伐 権頂 購掴 (4) 
Where 航掴 the population is mean and 購掴 is the population standard devia-
tion of the random variables 捲.  





99.75 99 98 96 95.5 95 90 80 68 50 
権頂 3 2.58 2.33 2.05 2 1.96 1.65 1.28 1 0.6745 
Given a confidence level of 95% for example, the confidence interval  of the 
mean is therefore as follows: 岫詣┸ 戟岻待┻苔泰 噺 航掴 罰 な┻ひは購掴 (5) 
This is stated as: we are 95% confident that the true mean is within (詣┸ 戟) of 
a sample of the mean of 捲. The general form of equation 5 can then be writ-
ten as:  岫詣┸ 戟岻寵┻挑 噺 航掴 罰 権頂 購掴 (6) 
If the simulation is run for a finite number of iterations (堅), the sample mean 捲違 and the standard error 鯨掴 are thus estimates of the population statistics.  岫詣┸ 戟岻 噺 捲違 罰 権頂 岫鯨掴【ヂ堅岻 (7) 
By considering the confidence interval as representing twice this maximum 
error, we have: 結堅堅剣堅陳銚掴 噺 捲違 罰 権頂 岫鯨掴【ヂ堅岻 (8) 
Hence, the percentage error of the mean becomes: 
継 噺 などど 抜 権頂 鯨掴捲違ヂ堅  (9) 
By solving the equation 9 for 堅, we have: 
堅 噺 釆などど 抜 権頂 鯨掴捲違継 挽態 (10) 堅 in equation 5.10 is the number of iterations needed to be carried out for a 
given error bound 継 and a confidence interval whose coefficient is 権頂 く LWデげゲ 
imagine we want a confidence level of 95% at an error percentage of 1% of 
the mean, 権頂 and 継 will be 1.96 and 1, respectively, 捲違 and 鯨掴 can be estimat-
ed from the generated random samples. The value of 堅 can thus be calculat-
ed continuously as the replicas increase. Furthermore, the required value of 堅 can be taken as the point where 堅 stabilises or converges in a plot of r 
against number of replicas.  
4 Case study: data sets and experimental parameters 
This test is demonstrated using the burglary crime data set of the San Fran-
cisco area of the United States for the year 2015. The two most prominent 
sub-I;デWｪﾗヴｷWゲ ﾗa H┌ヴｪﾉ;ヴ┞ ;ヴW ┌ゲWSく TｴW┞ ;ヴWが けH┌ヴｪﾉ;ヴ┞-in-ヴWゲｷSWﾐIWげ ふヲがΓΓヰ 
ヴWIﾗヴSゲぶ ;ﾐS けH┌ヴｪﾉ;ヴ┞-of-ゲｴﾗヮゲげ ふヱがヱヶヶ ヴWIﾗヴSゲぶく TｴW IｴﾗｷIW ﾗa デｴWゲW S;デ; 
sets is based on a previous finding that demonstrates that sub-categories of 
burglary crimes possess distinct spatio-temporal interactions (Adepeju, 
2017b). Besides, the 3-D visual exploration of both data sets illustrates that 
けH┌ヴｪﾉ;ヴ┞-in-ヴWゲｷSWﾐIWげ ｷゲ SWﾐゲWヴ デｴ;ﾐ けH┌ヴｪﾉ;ヴ┞-of-ゲｴﾗヮゲげ ゲヮ;デｷﾗ-temporally; 
indicating a potential for two distinct spatial and temporal interactions (Fig. 
2). 
 







In order to ensure a robust analysis, three common levels (sizes) of spatial 
and temporal neighbourhoods in both dimensions are considered. These 
include small, medium and large levels. Thus, the following lists are can be 
defined: 
 Spatial neighbourhoods, 絞 = [0-200m], [301-500m], [701-900m] 
 Temporal neighbourhoods, 酵 = [0-2days], [7-21days], [30-60days] 
The three levels are as demarcated with the brackets. Based on the two lists, 
corresponding spatio-temporal neighbourhood are formed by pairing each 
spatial neighbourhood with a temporal neighbourhood. Hence, a total of 
nine ST neighbourhoods are formed. This covers a range of levels commonly 
used in crime analysis. 
In this study, the percentage error of 1% is chosen for the mean value, and a 
confidence interval of 95%. Both the mean value (捲違) and the standard devia-
tion (鯨掴) are calculated after each iteration step. The values, 捲違 and 鯨掴 are 
then substituted into equation 10, where 継 = 1 and 権頂= 1.96. 
5 Results and discussions 
Fig. 3 shows the plot of the number of iterations needed (堅) for the specified 
error parameters against the actual number of iterations (replicas) carried 
out. These plots enable the convergence of 堅 to be monitored. 
 
Fig. 3. The number of i terations  needed (堅) aga inst the number of i terations  (repl icas ) .  
Each plot shows the results generated for the selected temporal thresholds 
at each spatial threshold. For example, the top-most left and the top-most 
right plots are the results of the three temporal thresholds at the spatial 
デｴヴWゲｴﾗﾉS ﾗa ヲヰヰﾏが aﾗヴ デｴW けH┌ヴｪﾉ;ヴ┞-in-ヴWゲｷSWﾐIWげ ;ﾐS けH┌ヴｪﾉ;ヴ┞-in-ゲｴﾗヮゲげ 
crimes, respectively. The general pattern across all the plots is that the num-
ber of iterations needed (堅) reduces as the sizes of the spatial and temporal 
thresholds increase. That is, in each crime sub-category, the highest value of 
堅 is obtained at the smallest spatiotemporal neighbourhood (i.e. intersection 
of 絞 = 0-200m and 酵 = 0-2 days), while the lowest 堅 is obtained at the largest 
ST neighbourhood (i.e. 絞 = 701-900m and 酵 = 30-60days. Technically, at large 
ST neighbourhoods, the mean values become relatively large in comparison 
to the standard error, thereby allowing 堅 values to converge faster. Whereas, 
there is higher variabilities at smaller ST neighbourhoods because of the rela-
tively small values of mean in comparison the standard error, thereby requi r-
ing larger replicas to converge.   
TｴW ヴWゲ┌ﾉデゲ ﾗa けH┌ヴｪﾉ;ヴ┞-in-ヴWゲｷSWﾐIWげ ゲｴﾗ┘ゲ デｴ;デ デｴW ﾐ┌ﾏHWヴ ﾗa ｷデWヴ;デｷﾗﾐゲ ふ堅) 
needed at the 酵 = 2days across all spatial thresholds is multiple times larger 
than all of the other temporal thresholds. The largest value of 堅 噺 のひど is 
obtained at the spatial threshold of 0-200m; a value which stabilises after 
only around 500 iterations. At the other spatial thresholds, 堅 stabilises much 
faster; converging even before 250 iterations. In this case, the values of 堅 are 
generally between 20 and 300. These are relatively small numbers compared 
デﾗ デｴW Iﾗﾏﾏﾗﾐﾉ┞ ┌ゲWS ΓΓΓ ｷデWヴ;デｷﾗﾐゲく A ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴ ヴWゲ┌ﾉデ ｷゲ ﾗHデ;ｷﾐWS aﾗヴ けH┌ヴｪﾉa-
ry-of-ゲｴﾗヮゲげが W┝IWヮデ ┘ｷデｴ ; ゲﾉｷｪｴデﾉ┞ ｴｷｪｴWヴ ┗;ﾉ┌W ﾗa 堅 for each corresponding 
ST neighbourhoods. Thus, this indicates that tｴW けH┌ヴｪﾉ;ヴ┞-of-ゲｴﾗヮゲげ IヴｷﾏW 
possesses a relatively higher variability in the ST distribution compared to the 
けH┌ヴｪﾉ;ヴ┞-in-ヴWゲｷSWﾐIWげ IヴｷﾏWく Tｴｷゲ ｷゲ ;ヮヮ;ヴWﾐデ ｷﾐ デｴW ンD ゲI;デデWヴヮﾉﾗデゲ ふFｷｪ. 2), 
ｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ けH┌ヴｪﾉ;ヴ┞-of-ゲｴﾗヮゲげ ;ヮヮW;ヴゲ ゲヮ;ヴゲWヴ Iﾗﾏヮ;ヴWS デﾗ デｴW aｷﾐSings for the 
けH┌ヴｪﾉ;ヴ┞-in-ヴWゲｷSWﾐIWげ IヴｷﾏWく TｴW ヴWゲ┌ﾉデ ﾗa けH┌ヴｪﾉ;ヴ┞-of-ゲｴﾗヮゲげ ;デ デｴW ゲﾏ;ﾉﾉWゲデ 
spatial and temporal neighbourhoods also shows that 堅 could exceed 999. 
Additionally, this demonstrates that if the percentage error E value is re-
duced or the confidence level increased, the value of 堅 can be much greater 
than 999. In summary, it is observed that the ST distribution of a data set, as 
well as the ST neighbourhood sizes used, influence the reliability of the ex-
pected distribution in a MC based space-time interaction analysis of crime 
data sets. Thus, the use of a single value, such as 999, may not represent the 
most appropriate number of iterations in the case of multiple ST neighbour-
hood sizes. 
6 Conclusion and recommendations 
This study has examined the number of iterations required for different sizes 
of spatio-temporal neighbourhoods of crime data sets. The aim was to test 
how reliable the practice of using a single value, such as 999 in a MC simul a-
tion process. The result obtained shows that given some specified errors, 
different spatio-temporal neighbourhoods require different numbers of iter-
ations in order to generate reasonable expected (normal) distribution. This is 
in contrary to the general practice in which a uniform (single) value, particu-
larly 999, is often used. Hence, it is argued that this is generally a practice 
used for convenience and to ensure the uniformity of precision in the re-
ported critical values. In the future, the author would like to investigate how 
the findings of this study could be employed to achieve a more reliable result 
using a Knox test. 
It is therefore recommended that this type of analysis should first be carried 
out in any spatial and temporal point pattern analysis. It will help to establish 
the reliability of the MC simulation process. 
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